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64 TRAINING

TARGETED DRIVER TRAINING
Many lorry drivers in the food and
drink retail and logistics sectors are
missing out on appropriate,
relevant Driver CPC Periodic
training, according to RTITB.
“As an employer, delivering
generic Driver CPC modules from

a training provider might tick a
compliance box, but it falls short
in terms of addressing the
particular needs of the food and
drink industry,” says Laura Nelson,
MD of RTITB, which
has launched a Food and Drink

logistics module for Driver CPC
Periodic Training to help meet
these challenges.
The new module, available to
members of the RTITB Master
Driver CPC Consortium, includes
topics specific to food and drink

sector drivers, including: Food
Safety Regulations; Food Handling
and Hygiene; Refrigeration –
Chilled and Frozen; Multi-drop;
Drinks Logistics; Drayman
Operations; and Milk Tankers.
Tel: 01952 520200

MACHINERY SAFETY:
SYSTEMATIC APPROACH

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
COURSE

Pilz has developed a new
international qualification
programme for professional
advancement in the field of
machinery safety and automation.
Operating across Pilz subsidiaries
worldwide, the qualification concept
guides training delegates from basic
knowledge through to TÜV-certified
expert level.
The content and structure of the
training courses are designed so that

To meet demand for environmental
management training in the Middle
East, RRC now offers the NEBOSH
International Diploma in
Environmental Management
course as a classroom option within
its Dubai schedule.
RRC’s online version of the
course has been available since its
introduction by NEBOSH in 2017.
The NEBOSH Diploma in
International Environmental
Management is a qualification for
environmental practitioners and
safety professionals. The course
provides specialist knowledge on
environmental management
systems and topics such
as sustainability, energy and waste
management.
The three-week course starts in
September, with four weeks gaps
between teaching sessions, enabling
students to reinforce their learning
in their workplaces. Those wanting
to achieve the NEBOSH
Environmental Certificate along
with the diploma can do so; those
who already have the NEBOSH
Environmental Certificate can be
exempted from the first week.
Tel: 020 89443100

delegates can plan their personal
qualification path, entering at their
own level. The programme
comprises four levels:
Introduction, requiring no prior
knowledge of machinery
safety; Fundamental; Advanced; and
Expert, which is intended as the step
to becoming an absolute specialist in
a subject area. At Expert level, the
courses are also validated and
certified by the external testing

organisation TÜV Nord.
The programme is offered in each
individual country in the local
language and to the same standard.
Tel: 01536 460766

demand, and I’m sure the experience
he brings will be a great benefit to
our apprentices.”
Engineer Cash has 30 years’
experience working within the

security and alarms sector with
employers including ADT Fire and
Security, most recently as a field line
manager.
Tel: 0191 490 4646

TRAINER
TEAM
EXPANDS
Team Valley based Access Training
has appointed a senior trainer and
industry expert to meet increasing
demand for fire, security and
emergency systems apprenticeships
in the region.
Access currently has 50
apprentices on the Fire, Security and
Emergency Systems Apprenticeship,
working toward their professional
qualification whilst gaining paid
work experience as young engineers
and technicians at firms from across
the North East
Malcolm Armstrong, MD of
Access Training, says: “Adding Dave
Cash to our team of trainers means
we can respond to increased

